
Instructions
Laptop Charging & Storage Units



User Code - The user code allows single entry into the 
Lyte Multi Door units, the code can be changed when 
in the unlocked position.
Unlocking via Code Lock - User Code (Fig.1)
1. Press 'OK' on the touch pad to clear previously entered 
information.
2. Enter the default factory user code '123123' and turn the 2. Enter the default factory user code '123123' and turn the 
rotary knob clockwise to the "     " position.
Locking via Code Lock - User Code (Fig.1)
3. Close the door and enter a new 6 digit user code (must 
begin with '1 ') and turn the rotary knob anti-clockwise to 
the "     " position.
Note: The newly entered 6 digit user code is needed next time Note: The newly entered 6 digit user code is needed next time 
to access the Lyte.
Technician Code - The technician code allows a
technician / manager to gain access to the Locka
WITHOUT entering the user code. However the user 
code will still be active.
Unlocking via Code Lock - Technician Code (Fig.1)
1. Press 'OK' on the touch pad to clear previously entered 1. Press 'OK' on the touch pad to clear previously entered 
information.
2. Enter the default factory technician code '2123123', press 
'OK' and turn the rotary knob clockwise to the "     " position.
Changing the Technician Code
We advise the technician code to be changed to a chosen 
code upon first use of the Locka.
3. To change the technician code press 'OK' to clear 3. To change the technician code press 'OK' to clear 
previously entered information, enter the default technician 
code '2123123', press 'OK' twice (the LED on the lock will 
illuminate). Enter your chosen 7 digit code (the code must 
begin with '2'). Then press 'OK' to confirm.
Locking via Code Lock - Technician Code (Fig.1)
4. Close the door and enter your new 7 digit technician
code, press 'OK' and turn the rotary knob anti-clockwise to code, press 'OK' and turn the rotary knob anti-clockwise to 
the "     " position.
Note: The newly entered 7 digit technician code is needed next 
time to access the Lyte.
Forgotten your code, battery replacement or need 
additional support or a master code? Email us at
sales@lapcabby.com

MD Multi Door Units SD Single Door Units

The code lock has 3 code levels:
6 digit user code,
7 digit technician code, 
8 digit master code (used for factory reset)

Lyte Single Door and Lyte Wall - To UNLOCK & LOCK the 
front door follow the steps below:
Unlocking via Cam Lock (Fig.2)
1. Insert the key provided into the cam lock and turn clock-
wise to the unlock position.
Unlocking via Cam Lock (Fig.2)
2. Close the door and using the key provided turn the cam 
lock anti-clockwise to the locked position.

SD Single Door Mobile Phone Units

Cables feed from the side power compartment to the front 
device compartment via individual cable clip portholes, 
keeping cables organised and damage free (Fig.3)

Individual velcro cable fasteners secure cables in place, 
organised and free from damage (Fig.4)
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To remove the AC panel - 
1. Using the Allen key provided, unscrew the socket headed screw on the side of the AC panel
2. Pull the AC panel towards you and it will pivot and detach from the location studs on the
    left hand side of the AC compartment.

To install the AC panel -
1.  Locate the AC panel on the location studs on the left hand side of the AC compartment
2.2.  Rotate the AC panel into position such that the side screw slot is over the nut insert in the
    central panel.
3.  Using the Allen key provided, screw the socket head screw into the insert through the AC
    panel slot to secure in position.

AC Panel (SD and WD units only)

Concrete / Brick Wall Installation –
1. Find a suitable location to hang your cabinet. We advise the cabinet is installed with approximately
    100mm clearance on each dimension to allow for suitable ventilation.
2. Using a bubble level, draw a line equal to the width of the cabinet. This indicates the top of the cabinet.
3. Mark each of the drill holes to the left and right of the center at 204mm for the standard LYTE 10 WD wall
    door, 250mm for the LYTE 10 WD SP version and 291mm for the LYTE 10 WD U version.
4. Drill holes using an electric drill and 6mm masonry drill bit to a depth of 75mm in the marked positions.4. Drill holes using an electric drill and 6mm masonry drill bit to a depth of 75mm in the marked positions.
5. Insert the wall plugs into each of the holes and screw the fixings provided into the wall plugs to 1/3 of the
    depth of the screw.
6. Lift the cabinet into position aligning the holes in the wall with the holes in the back of the unit.
7. Take your mounting plate, place it over the screw from inside the unit and screw the fixing in over the
    smaller key hole entry. Repeat on the opposite side.
8. Check your cabinet is level and adjust where necessary

Wall Hanging Instructions

1. The cabinet should be installed directly on to a stud bearer or upright.
2. Once your stud has been located, using a bubble level, draw a line equal to the width of the cabinet.
    This indicates the top of the cabinet.
3. Mark each of the drill holes to the left and right of the center at 204mm for the standard LYTE 10 WD wall
    door, 250mm for the LYTE 10 WD SP version and 291mm for the LYTE 10 WD U version.
4. Pre drill a 5mm hole with a depth of 75mm in the stud at the marked positions.
5. Screw the fixings provided into the wall plugs to 1/3 of the depth of the screw.5. Screw the fixings provided into the wall plugs to 1/3 of the depth of the screw.
6. Lift the cabinet into position aligning the holes in the wall with the holes in the back of the unit.
7. Take your mounting plate, place it over the screw from inside the unit and screw the fixing in over the
    smaller key hole entry. Repeat on the opposite side.
8. Check your cabinet is level and adjust where necessary.

Wood Stud Instructions
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DANGER!
RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK
DANGER! ELECTRICAL CORDS 
CAN BE HAZARDOUS
MISUSE CAN RESULT IN FIRE 
OR DEATH BY ELECTRIC SHOCK


